
Host Mike says:
Last time on Arcadia Station, the delegates at the security summit where halfway through their meals when several people including a several of Arcadia's own team began to experience vivid hallucinations.
Doctor Burton, CMO assumed command on the surface and ordered an emergency quarantine of the conference site, until the atmosphere and the food, as well as several blood tests could be completed. Those results should be coming back in a couple of minutes.
Host Mike says:
<<<<<<< Resume: "Scare Tactic" : Part 3 >>>>>>>>>>>>
CO Martin says:
@::Sitting in the medical bay of Arcadia, tapping her fingers impatiently, waiting to see what the results of the blood tests from the conference are.::
CMO Burton says:
::Looking across the room as he waits for the reports to come back::
CMO Burton says:
CNS: Any news on those results yet?
CO Martin says:
@<MO Becksson> CO: Here are the results, ma'am, if you want to study them with me? ::Hands over a padd with the data recorded on it::
CO Martin says:
@::Takes the padd, and goes over it, raising an eyebrow once or twice:: MO: Interesting....Ensign, could you cross reference these foreign elements in the LCARS system?...They're in both the food and the blood samples.
CMO Burton says:
TO: Keep close watch, I don't want anyone trying to get out of here.
CNS Rose says:
CMO: Not yet sir
CO Martin says:
@*CMO*: Doctor, we're just cross-referencing some of the things that we found in the samples, however, I'm sending the results down to you now.
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: Thank you sir.
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: The only way someone gets out of here is if they can run though a wall.
CO Martin says:
@<MO Becksson> CO: Something called Thiopental Sodium?...I'm afraid I don't know exactly what it is....the Doctor will probably have a better idea, I'm sure.
CMO Burton says:
TO: Make sure they don't then. ::Smiling::
CMO Burton says:
::Looking over the results::
CO Martin says:
@::Nods at the MO and sends the results, along with the name of the foreign element, down to the surface for the Doctor::
CMO Burton says:
CNS: Would you mind looking at these also.
Host Mike says:
ACTION: The Doctor and CNS receive the information about the drug called "Thiopental Sodium"
CNS Rose says:
CMO: Yes sir . ::Looks over the information::
CO Martin says:
@*CMO*: Thiopental Sodium....that's the scientific term for truth serum, is it not?
CMO Burton says:
CNS: Well, that is very interesting. What do you make of that? Why add that?
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: Yes it is sir.
CO Martin says:
@*CMO* Alright, why in the galaxy is it in the food, and who put it there?
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: I would assume that the culprit is in the room, however it may have been placed in the food hours ago and they might be long gone.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
::Comes marching up to the Counselor and Doctor :: CMO/CNS: Have you found the source yet? I want to return to my ship I have important things to do.
CO Martin says:
@*CMO*: That.... and it doesn't really explain the hallucinations.... I don't recall hearing that truth serum causes hallucinations - or am I wrong? I'm afraid medical knowledge isn't my strong point.
CO Martin says:
@*CMO*: True. 
CO Martin says:
@*CMO* Do your best though, Doctor, I'm sure you'll find the answer.


CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: We are working on it now sir. It should not be much longer. Thank you for your patience, sir.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: Several Garry Commanders start hailing Arcadia Station demanding to know why their Ambassadors are being held on the Surface.
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: The effects can vary from person to person sir.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@<Arcadia OPS> *CO*: Ma'am I think you need to come to Operations we are being bombarded by angry hails from orbiting ships!
CMO Burton says:
CNS: Is there anyone who shows negative for signs of the drug?
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: We found traces of the drug in everyone except Admiral Quintaine. I am going to hold the Admiral for further questioning.
TO MJDoole says:
::Looking around the room::
CO Martin says:
@::Jumps a little at the notifications from Operations:: *OPS* Thank you, I'll be there in a moment to deal with them. Tell them to have a little patience. If not for this lock down I'm sure they'd be happily having dinner still and chatting it up with their peers. ::Rolls her eyes a little::
CMO Burton says:
CNS: Please find out how we can counteract the drug and the fastest possible means of administering it.
CO Martin says:
@*CMO* Hmm, You tested his EO, didn't you? What about him?
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
ACTION: Delegates can be seen with personal communications devices trying too contact the outside world.
CNS Rose says:
CMO: Not only that sir, but his EO seems to have disappeared, he might have gotten out before we sealed the room
CO Martin says:
@::Starts out of sickbay, and towards Operations::
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: The EO Left the room before the lockdown security is searching for him now.

CMO Burton says:
CNS: Quite correct, but if I recall he was acting rather strange also, wasn't he?
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
ACTION: Alarms are heard from a distant building its ground based hanger, one of the Risian transports has just been stolen and is leaving the atmosphere, new reports begin to flash on some monitors.
CNS Rose says:
CMO: Yes he was very nervous.
TO MJDoole says:
::Not hearing the CMO's statement to the CO:: CMO: Correct me if I am wrong Doc, but everyone that was at the conference dinner ate, right? Therefore, everyone that was there should be here, due to the poisoning effects of this drug. If that is the case, then why is the Admiral's EO not here?
CO Martin says:
@*CMO*: Alright, when you get a hold of him, keep him for questioning as well as the Vice Admiral. I knew something fishy was going on... 
CO Martin says:
@::Walks into Operations to deal with the hails of the ships::
CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: Sir I would like to request that you stay behind for further tests sir.
CO Martin says:
@OPS: Alright, open a transmission to all of the ships that are complaining, and I'll explain what is going on to all of them at once. Any responses they send back, put them through one at a time so we're not too overwhelmed.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@<OPS> CO: Ma'am a shuttle is attempting to Break Orbit, they will be out of the Atmosphere and have warp Ability in 2 Minutes Captain.
CO Martin says:
@::Looks surprised:: OPS: Is there any way to stop them before they can reach warp ability?
CO Martin says:
@OPS: Other shuttles to disable them, ships that aren't complaining, or even our tractor beam?
CMO Burton says:
TO: The EO may have also been suffering the effects and wandered out due to the effects.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Flies the shuttle as fast as he can to the place where he can create a warp field::


Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@<OPS> CO: Other ships are to busy arguing, the Tractor is to far and the angle is wrong ma'am.
CNS Rose says:
CMO: Sir, if we administer an albuteen solution I think it will reverse the effects.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@<TAC>: We are within Phaser range Ma'am. :
CO Martin says:
@OPS: Alright.....Tactical....see if you can disable the shuttle - that's disable, not destroy. I want whoever is piloting it to be in one piece.
CMO Burton says:
CNS: Very good let's get it done then. You and the TO get work right away.
CMO Burton says:
TO: Please work with Lieutenant Rose on the antidote.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Takes evasive action::
CNS Rose says:
::Works on administering the antidote to everyone::
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Trying to push thrusters to the limit to get to a point where the warp core can be brought online::
TO MJDoole says:
::Checks the computer logs for the food replicators::
CO Martin says:
@OPS: Hail the shuttle.
CMO Burton says:
::Checking the replicator's logs to look for both the Admirals and the VEO's logins::
CO Martin says:
@<TAC> ::Aims phasers at the rogue shuttle, trying to disable it, and fires::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: The weapons fire bounces off the shuttles shields they are holding at 20%
CMO Burton says:
::Watches as the CNS finishes administering the antidote::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@<OPS>CO: Channel Open
CMO Burton says:
TO: You find anything in these records?

Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Tries to fly as far away from Arcadia as possible to get out of it's weapon's range::
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: That Nuc'pu! ::Slams fist::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
ACTION: Conference Participants Begin to feel normal again.
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: The VEO's logins are all over the place. Come look at this Burton.
CMO Burton says:
::Walks over and looks at the logs::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: The shuttle is 30 seconds from being Warp capable.
CO Martin says:
@COM: Preston: Stop where you are, please and thank you. Phasers are being aimed at you, and we're not stopping till you've been stopped - you could make this a heck of a lot easier you know.
CO Martin says:
@<TAC> ::Continues firing, not stopping till he's disabled the shuttle::
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: Sir it would appear that the Admiral's EO poisoned the food his codes are all through the replicator.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: The Shuttle is still within transport range if only the shields where down.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Continues flying away from phaser range as quickly as possible, preps the warp core for warp::
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: Lay you 10 - 1 in pressed latinum he's taken a shuttle outta here. *CO*: Captain, do you have a shuttle, trying to prep for warp?
CO Martin says:
@::Mutters in annoyance to herself::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: Several Misses then a hit, Impulse is Damage and the shuttle is venting drive Plasma ... the power core is overloading, shields are down.
CO Martin says:
@<TAC> CO: Got him, sir!
CO Martin says:
@TAC: Good! OPS: Transport him out of there, asap, straight to the brig.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Turns around and aims directly at the station and moves to full speed and activates the auto-destruct::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: The shuttle will explode in 10 seconds
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Activates a transporter to beam off the shuttle::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@ACTION: The EO is successful and winds up in the middle of a jungle on Risa
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Runs as fast as he can through the jungle and tries to mask his bio-signature::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
@<TAC> CO: He got off he is back on the Surface attempting to trace.
CO Martin says:
@TAC/OPS: When you find him, beam him up here to the brig.
CO Martin says:
@*TO*: Yes...he seems to have escaped our grasp; we're tracking him on the surface again.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Destroys his equipment and finds his way to a village so that he can blend in with the yokels::
CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: It would appear that your EO is responsible for this. I am going to release the other delegates but I will need you to remain for further tests. I am concerned he may have done more to you and I will need to be sure you are safe.
TO MJDoole says:
*CO*: May I suggest you allow me to go after him then?
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
ACTION: The TO finds Proof in the Replicator Computer that Access the VEO used was granted to him by the Vice Admiral
CO Martin says:
@*TO* If the Doctor has released everyone from quarantine, then yes, go after him on foot, sending down his last known location now. ::Taps a few buttons on the closest console::
TO MJDoole says:
::Self, but out loud:: So...the puppet does have strings after all.... and the puppet master..... The Admiral himself.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
CMO: Doctor, I can't believe Preston would do such a thing, it can't be. ::Seems very worried and shocked::
CMO Burton says:
TO: Excuse me?
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: The VEO had access because the Admiral gave it to him.
CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: Which is why I need to examine you more thoroughly sir.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
TO: What are you talking about Lieutenant?
CMO Burton says:
TO: Have you confirmed this?
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
TO: OF COURSE! He did! He had to setup for me.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::In a small remote village a great distance from the capital city, he finds a shop and buys some clothing to change into::
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: Kurt, have you ever known me to joke. ::Hands CMO the PADD with the proof::
CO Martin says:
@<TAC>:CO: Er...there is a slight problem...the shuttle....seems he set it on autodestruct, and it's heading straight for us...can I blow it up?
CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: Sir at this time I am afraid I will have to detain you for further investigation.
CMO Burton says:
TO: Please place the Admiral under arrest.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
CMO: Excuse me!
TO MJDoole says:
::Snaps his fingers and two large security guards take hold of the Admiral::
CO Martin says:
@::Gives TAC a strange look, like "yes, of course, you really need to ask me to blow something up, that's going to crash into us?"::
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: Sir I must inform you that I have just placed the Admiral under arrest pending further investigation.
CO Martin says:
@TAC: Yes..blow it up. Before it crashes into us, preferably.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
CMO/TO/SEC: Unhand me at once HOW dare YOU! Your Career is Over Doctor!
CO Martin says:
@<TAC> Self: Yay! ::proceeds to aim all weaponry on the shuttle and destroy it::
TO MJDoole says:
Admiral: Admiral, In accordance to Section 39 Paragraph 6 Section 2. You are herby under arrest.
CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: I am very sorry sir, but please comply with the TO and his guards.
TO MJDoole says:
Adm: You are also hereby detained until further notice.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
TO: You have no Authority, as long as your Captain is in Charge she will stand to Reason! Hail the Station now I want to talk to your Commanding Officer at Once!
CO Martin says:
@OPS: Now...please inform the complaining ships that their admirals and ambassadors, or whatever they had, will be returning as soon as possible, since I think the Doctor lifted the quarantine.
CO Martin says:
@<OPS> ::Does as the CO asks::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
ACTION: The EO Manages to evade detection.
TO MJDoole says:
::Getting up in the Admiral's face:: Admiral: No, Sir ! Down here...I am in charge. You broke the law. You will stand trial for it. The VEO will answer for this too. It is your career that is over. Security: Get him out of here.
CMO Burton says:
*CO*: Sir, The admiral is requesting to speak with you.
CMO Burton says:
Admiral: Sir, The TO is only following my orders, if I am wrong then I shall suffer the penalty alone.
CO Martin says:
@*CMO* Is that so?....Well...let him speak.
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: Are these people able to be cleared from quarantine? I need to go after the VEO.
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
ACTION: The Vice Admiral and Security Detail are transported to Arcadia Station where Quintaine now sits in the Brig.
CMO Burton says:
TO: Feel free, as long as your team has everything under control.
CO Martin says:
@<OPS> The Vice Admiral, and Security, have all been beamed aboard, sir.
CMO Burton says:
Quintaine: The CO is on the line for you sir,
CO Martin says:
::Nods and makes her way to the brig::
TO MJDoole says:
SO Sharpshooter: Take over. I need to go after the VEO. You know what needs to be done. You're my most trusted officer. Make it happen.
TO MJDoole says:
<Sharpshooter>: Yes sir.
Host Q EO Preston says:
#::Enters a bar and orders a stiff drink then takes it out to the terrace and looks over the ocean::
TO MJDoole says:
CMO: All is set. Keep in touch via COMM. I'm on my way.
CMO Burton says:
TO: Good luck.
TO MJDoole says:
::Leaves to go prepare to go after the VEO::
CMO Burton says:
::Releases the remaining delegates::
Host Vice Adm Quintaine says:
<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>

